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Review by Hudson W.

This book is an exciting read with lots of twists and turns at every corner. It all begins with a boy named Devon whose uncle protects a secret place full of advanced technology called the inventory. A group of people who serve the “collector” are planning to break into the Inventory to get to the legendary ironfist.

This book takes a bit of patience to get into the exciting part, and it can be a bit confusing at the beginning, but you will be loving it in no time. I recommend this book for people aged from eight to fourteen.

Review by Kyle G.

The storyline is about a boy named Dev (Devon) whose parents left him with his uncle as a child. But what he doesn’t know is that he has a gift. He was not born but bred in an experiment to create a super soldier—but he is not the only one. He was created to protect the Inventory (an amazingly advanced facility for inventions too advanced for the world to know about) as he was the only one able to retrieve very advanced inventions from any of the Inventory section, including the highest security area, The Red Zone.

Another effect of being a super soldier is he can perform incredible feats during high pressure moments and has synthesesia, an ability where he can do math or figure out how things work by hearing sounds and seeing colours. If the music and colours are mixing harmoniously he knows that the machine works.

A previous guardian of the Inventory that escaped, and who no longer has access, is the Collector who is out to get Dev and use him to get any invention. Another thing Dev does not know is that every time he leaves the Inventory, anyone is able to get the inventions. Dev accidentally leaves the Inventory during battle and most of the inventions are stolen. At the end of the book he must find the missing inventions with his new found friends. He was not able to get any of the inventions back, leaving the book open to a sequel.

I rate this book five out of five stars as the best book I have ever read period. I look forward to reading the next book in this series.